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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;According to journalist Richard Goldstein, many popu

lar musicians from California (like Wilson) desired to be acknowledged as artist

s, and struggled &#127774;  with this aspiration. Goldstein says that the line b

etween violating musical conventions and making &quot;truly popular music&quot; 

caused those who &#127774;  did not have &quot;strong enough egos&quot; (in cont) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 384 Td (rast to Bob Dylan and the Beatles) to be &quot;doomed to a respectful &#127774; 

 rejection, and a few albums with disappointing sales usually meant silence. ...

 They yearned for fame, as only needy people &#127774;  can, but they also wante

d to make art, and when both of those impulses couldn&#39;t be achieved they rec

oiled in &#127774;  a ball of frantic confusion.&quot;[34]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Author Matthew Bannister traces &quot;the more self-conscious, camp aes

thetic of art rock&quot; to pop artist Andy &#127774;  Warhol and the Velvet Und

erground, who emulated Warhol&#39;s art/pop synthesis. Accordingly: &quot;Warhol

 took Spector&#39;s combination of the disembodiment, &#39;distance&#39; and &#1

27774;  refinement of high culture with the &#39;immediacy&#39; of mass cultural

 forms like rock and roll several stages further ... But &#127774;  Warhol&#39;s

 aesthetic was more thoroughly worked out than Spector&#39;s, which represented 

a transitional phase between old-fashioned auteurism and the thoroughly &#127774

;  postmodern, detached tenets of pop art. ... Warhol&#39;s approach reverberate

s throughout art rock, most obviously in his stance of distance &#127774;  and d

isengagement.&quot; In 1969, the Doors also explored art rock genre on their fou

rth album, The Soft Parade.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The period when &#127774;  rock music became most closely aligned with 

art began in 1966 and continued until the mid 1970s. Academic Michael Johnson &#

127774;  associates &quot;the first documented moments of ascension in rock musi

c&quot; to the Beach Boys&#39; Pet Sounds and the Beatles&#39; Sgt. &#127774;  P

epper&#39;s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967). Released in May 1966, Pet Sounds cam

e from Wilson&#39;s desire to make a &quot;complete &#127774;  statement&quot;, 

as he believed the Beatles had previously done with Rubber Soul.[nb 3] In 1978, 

biographer David Leaf wrote that &#127774;  the album heralded art rock, while a

ccording to The New York Observer, &quot;Pet Sounds proved that a pop group coul

d &#127774;  make an album-length piece comparable with the greatest long-form w

orks of Bernstein, Copland, Ives, and Rodgers and Hammerstein.&quot;[47] Pet Sou

nds &#127774;  is also noted as the first rock concept album.[49][nb 4] In 1971,

 Cue magazine described the Beach Boys as having &#127774;  been &quot;among the

 vanguard&quot; with regard to art rock, among many other aspects relating to th

e counterculture, over the period &#127774;  up to late 1967.[50]&lt;/p&gt;
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